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TOE MAN WHO MUST FIEST BE SEEN
IF YOU WOULD SEE MR. WILSOjV

j'

NEWS

FROM THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, N. M., March lc!. "What
do you wish?" asked Warden
of a man who entered the
penitentiary, hat in hand.
think like a fighting parson. You can
"I have come here to live," was the
'
see just by looking at him that he has reply.
a big heart, but he has a way about
"To live?" echoed the warden, ms
him of a man who will stand a lot of face seamed
with perplexity.
jollying but no trifling, and who is
"That's just what," said the visitnot afraid to use his fists upon occa- or. "I'm going to
here. I was
sion.
so advised by my attorney, Colonel
Not Afraid of Anybody
Prichard."
He is not afraid of anyone, and that
The warden became interested aud
includes the president of the United on further conversation ascerained
States. The conversation had drifted that the visitor was George Aker, a
to the kind of secretaries that Presi- married man with a family of several
dent Taft had been burdened with and tots diving at Carrizozo; that Aker
had had the misfortune to take some
Tumulty said:
"A secretary who is
cattle whigh did not belong to him
who is afraid to speak his mind and so the courts gave him two. to three
say what he thinkB is right, will ham- years in the pen; that he had been
per any executive will In the end do granted an appeal and a day or two
niore downright harm than good."
decided
ago the supreme court
How much harm can be done by an against him.
Aker received word from Colonel
incompetent or indiscreet secretary is
fully realized by Tumulty. He has Prichard advising him to come on to
made a careful study of the varlouB Santa Fe without further formality.
causes which contributed to the suc- "1 have come," said Aker Today the
cess or failure of every administra- warden introduced the visitor to the
He knows to brick plant. But it is safe to say
tion since Lincoln.
what an extent the wreck of Mr. thai Aker's courtesy In coming here
Taft's administration was due to the without handcuffs will be appreciated
was by the penitentiary officials.
light in which the
In Supreme Court.
shown by his own spokesmen. Mr.
The state supreme court was again-iTaft was singularly unluckly in his
choice of secretaries.
session todday, Chief Justice Rob-ertto
Mr. Justice Parker, Mr. Justice
was
When he
appointed secretary
the governor everybody predicted that Hanna, Attorney Ceneral Clancy and
one so young and inexperienced would Supreme Court Clerk bena, present.
Case No. 1531, J. R. Daugherty, apThat was two
fail Ignomlnlously.
years ago and people did not kn J pellant, vs. International Bank of
Now the same men are Commerce, appellee, was argued and
Tumulty.
he will make a tremend- submitted.
that
saying
Educational Matters.
ous success of his new Job. In any
Miss Manette A. Meyers, state' dicase he has the well wishes even of
rector of industrial education, will
his political enemies.
viBit Raton March 21 or 22 to address
His Recreation and Reading
association of Colfax
I asked Tumulty what he read and the Teachers'
what his favorite recreation was. He county. An elaborate program has
told me that he read politics, mostly, been prepared. Among the celebrities
and that his favorite recreation was who will speak are State Superinpolitics. Just then Mrs. Tumulty came tendent A. N. White and Dr. David
The work
in and said that she thought hers bus-t- R. Boyd of Albuquerque.
band worked, ate, played and read po- - of the industrial educational departmics to the exclusion or everytning ment is of unusual interest at this
else, and he smiled and went over and time when the high price of food
a scientific
held up one of tho cMldren for her to and clothing demand
kiss. Then he admitted that his fam- management of funds to buy both.
ily and his work aside, he was fonder The courses of study in industrial
of the theater than of anything else. education mapped out for the use of
He likes music, but it must be good schools by Miss .Meyers have been
music. He likes a good, clean, whole- printed and adopted by the state
some play; there may be as much board of education.
What Mr. White Says.
comedy about it as the author choosOf the importance of industrial
es, but it must be free from all vulth'tfc feasibility of teachof plagqr educational
Ha is the kind
garity.
and fin-J- s
ing some or all of the courses mapwho loves the theater
mighty few" shows that he really ap- ped out by Miss Meyers, Superintendent White says, in a foreword to the
proves of.
of study:
course
is
To complete the picture, Tumulty
"After a careful consideration of
as simple in his dress as he is demo
cratic in manner. lie wears a plain this matter, there appears to me to
blown suit of clothes, a comfortable be no good reason why tome or all of

By J1ENRY N. HALL in the New York World

that all of Mr. Wilson's speaking engagements be cancelled, and his advice prevailed against the wishes of
the most influential democrats in
secretary to the president, but his in- Pennsylvania, who knew that nr thing
fluence will be second only to that short of a direct appeal from Woodrow
wk
of a member of the cabinet Indeed, Wilson himself could stem the rising
in all matters not disposed of at cab tide of Roosevelt sentiment in the
inet meetings his influence will bo Keystone state. Tumulty do?s not al
greater. When the last special plead ways wait for his advice to be aaked.
er has vanished, there enteis the man In a crisis he jumps rteht" in and
whose duty it Is to lay thi cold bar J gives it with a force and sincerity
facts before the president He has born in his deep loyalty to his chief.
His Jersey City Home
the last word always. Enjoying the
Just before he left for Washington
confidence of his chief, his Informa
tion is accepted In preference to the I called on Tumulty at the old brown-ston- e
house he lived In at No 343
statements of others. In cases of
and
York
often
asked
street,
is
advice
Jersey City. The house
doubt his
followed. Most of the routine work was full of frlou 13 and neighbors who
and
of the executive offices Is thrown up- had come to bid him goodby
on his shoulders, and in numberless wish him success in his new life. Mrs.
Tumulty came to the door and welmatters his judgment is final.
me with cordial simplicity, and
comed
secMost important of all are the
I found Tumulty himself in his study,
the
toward
public.
duties
retary's
This is an age of government of pub- the empty bookcases of which reached to the celling. The fine library,
licity, of government in the open. The
one hundred million Inhabitants of the some 4,500 .volumes, half law and half
up
United States and its territories sic American politics, was packed
entitled to the facts. They have a ready for shipment. He guessed what
I came for, and as soon as we had
right to know what is being done in
of
executive
chief
exchanged greetings he said:
Washington by the
"I am going to Washington with
their choke. Only very few people
ever see the uetldent. St'll fewr my mind open and my mouth shut."
But I Insisted that he tell The
come into direct contact with bim.
The masses, the voters, know him on World in what spirit he approached
Ms task. lie settled down on a chair,
ly by what the read about him. It
is by his secvjt.uj that the prtsulent leaning forward with his arms restcomes into con'act with the people, ing on his legs and his hands hanging
because twice a day the secretary in- between his knees. He toyed with
lookterprets, as '.t vcre, the prestient to his cigar for a minute and then
me
said:
at
the people of the United States ing up
"A spirit of sympathy. I am taking
through the medium of the press.
new office sympathy
Twenty million copies is the agfregjte with me to my
with
the common people,
sympathy
circulatiun represented by newspapers
and periodicals having Washington of whom 1 am one. I know what the
is suferring. I have
correspondents. An important piece ordinary man
to what he is s'if
House
thought
great
given
White
the
from
of news coming
is known within a few hours to the fering "because I came iriT peonle
I want
entire country. Whether the impres- who knew what suffering was.
aid all who suffer, and thoi o are
sion created is favorable Vr otherwise
to the many ways it' .'htcn l may ue auie 10
depends upon the secretary
help straighten out the road.
president.
"I feel that the thing we need most
owes
this
high,
P.
Tumulty
JoBeph
no
in
to
this country is the quality of symot&co and all its vast power
in our public officials. We need
his
not
by
It
is
mandate.
pathy
popular
who realty
right of election, nor Is his appoint- men at the head of affairs
men
who
and
toil
feel
for
suffer,
those
confirmation
to
ment even subject
by
.
.
l
w
the senate. !t is his by the will oijwno are in reai wmiuij
one man alone and that man the men and women, who work in the
of these United States. Mr. lories and with the little children
Wilson knows how easily the measure who labor too."
cf success or failure that attends hisj The last words were added as two
administration may be Influenced by1 of Tumulty's own little girls romped
the work of his secretary. Let us see nto the room. They were Mary, the
what manner of man he has chosen oldest, a well grown and pretty child
and In what spirit Tumulty takes up of nine, and Grace, some three years
It will go hard with those
younger.
his task.
who thrive on child labor if Tumulty
A Man of the People
to say about legislation
He is a man of the common peop'e has anything
At least that is what
them.
collar and a black tie. He these courses in. industrial education
Effecting
who walks In the fear of God and loves
called
ha
Then
I read in his eyes.
wears no jewelry except a wedding should not be taught in our rural and
his fellow men. More than that, he is
of his little family -- the ring and is as unostentatious as it is city schools. Education must be refh':
in
rest
a home man with a wife and six little
lated to practical life and our chilabout a year possible to be. He is not fond of
devoted fides bty. Joe, just
ones, a true husband and
two
sweet
dren, both in the city and country,
then
more
than
Mary,
and will probably spend
father. Good (UiLiif'es there, but of younger
with time in Washington. at the National must be trained so far as possible to
than
Grace,
little
younger
girls
uncertain avail in politics. Yet they
masses of curly hair one Is Cathe- Press club than he will in the drawing meet well the prob'iemss ot everyday
form a solid fou.uiation for tbt:
tho other Alice. The youngest f rooms of the socially elect. In this he life.
charm au l personal attainments rine,
"Therefore, 1 must earnestly urge
and the pet of the house will differ from his predecessors
the
family
so indispensable
whomsoever wild
teacher to Interest the respecis
every
only
is the baby. Baby Philip
who have always attached much imsr. fssfully hold cown the job made hold
chool boards and school pattive
from
but
weeks
nine
old,
about
judging
to
of
side
their
of
the social
portance
n en as Dan Lament,
I'r.u.cus by
rons in this important branch of
his voice he will grdw up just as ficial life.
It. Cortelyou and William
George
The exp?ae for introduclttle
other
the
as
all
There are three classes into which
strong and lusty
IOil), Jr.
ing these courses and keeping them
as
men
secretaries
served
who
Tumultys.
have
Tumulty is entirely different from
But the most striking figure in the to the presidents may be divided. in the public school is very small
either of these three men. He is quite
was Tumulty himself. He Is Some were merely private secretaries, and, if the teachers will make an
a 'young man. not yet 34. An Irish- group
1
feel sure they will
handsome man, of rather like Carpenter; others were public earnest effort,
man and a sincere Catholic, he has a decidedly
and
find
it
practicable to foleasy
A
decided
short and stocky built
secretaries like Hilles; a few have
a most wonderful gift of winning
t I
believe, too,
courses,
low
these
blond with light brown hair and blue been real assistant
presidents, like
men's hearts. He combines infinite
in our
lines
these
work
that
along
to
thin
eyes. The hair is beginning
Dan Iimont. Joseph P. Tumulty will
patience aud tact with quickness and out on the
schools will create a greater
public
such
but
of
his
head,
top
be found in the latter class.
decision, tenacity of purpose and a
interest in the schools, keep children
trifles as that don't bother him and
readiness to fight and fi;zht hard
in school for a longer period and in
restorer.
His
a
hair
he never uses
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
for what he believes right. He gets
crease
promptness and regularity in
are very regular and well Your druggist will refund money if
more downright fun out of politics features
attendance
mouth and chin PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure anj
than any other man I have ever met balanced, the nose,
"In conclusion ann after a most
classical. The eara too case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
He has been wonderfully successful being almost
consideration pf the wording
careful
becauso he knows how to fight and to are well shaped and set just right. It Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50r and spirit oi the law, I believe it
a
of
is a strong face without
trace
blongs in every home. Adv.
tell the people the truth and nothing
within my power to hold that all
it. The jaw is firm
but the truth. For ten years a mem- brutality about
schools shall teach some or 11
public
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
ber of the New Jersey bar, he has but not undershot The forehead is
courses
he bos what the poets won its great reputation and exten- of the . branches for which
been in polities ever since he was 16, high and broad;
I
are
and
urge
sincerely
submitted,
sive
sale by its remarkable cures of
a noble brow. The eyes are un
in the ward, In the city, fn the county call
colds and croup.
can be that the law, in this respect, he careIt
coughs,
hut
always smiling. In gen
and in the state. Now he is going to flinching
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all fully complied with by, all school aueral appeaarnce Tumulty looks some' dealers. Adv.
national
in
an
part
Important
play
thorities of the state."
politics, and there, la no reason why
he should not make Just as good in
WHO IS THE NEXT BRIDE?
YOUR HAIR IS FLUFFY, BEAUTIFUL
Washington as he did In Trenton
Washington, D. C, March 13. For
Understanding the president
the first time since the brief admin
in the first place, he is going to
the
AND
A
LUSTROUS
IN
FEW
MOMENTS istration of President Taylor marthe. same man's axe. He wide."1-household has three
presidential
mis President Wilson just as well
riageable girls forming a part of it.
He GIRLS! GET A 25 CENT BOTTLE OF
... ' nivh understood Roosevelt.
"DANDERINE" AND TRY THIS. The advent of the President and Mrs.
ALSO STOPS FALLING HIR; DESTROYS DANDRUFF.
has been tried out and not found
Wilson and their three "bachelor"
wanting. For two years ho was the
has naturally aroused
daughters
Your hair becomes light, wavy
hardest working, most faithful and
Danderine dissolves every par- Washington society to speculation as
most efficient secretary to Governor ty, abundant and appears as soft, Hole of dandruff; cteaaees,
purifies to the possibility of one or more
Wilson that any executive ever had. lustrous ana beautiful aB a
ana invigorates the scalp, forever White House weddings during the
young
No wonder that Mr. Wilson trusts Mm
Itching and falling hair.
administration now begun.
after a "Danderine hair cleanse." stopping
But what will pleas you most will
and more than once- has taken his ad- girl's
The first White House wedding
vice against that of maDy older pol- Just try Oils moisten a cloth with a be after a few weeks' use when ou took place a little more than a cenlittle Danderine and carefully draw will actually see new hair fine and
iticians and party leaders.
tury ago, when Mr. Madison's young'
It was on Tumulty's advice that ft through your hair, talcing one small downy at first-y- es
but realy new er sister, Luck. Payne Washington,
Governor Wilson, for the first tinvs in strand at a time. This will cleanae hair growing all over the scalp. If widow of a nephew of George Washthe history of the New Jersey ap- the hair of dust, dirt and excessive y care for pretty, soft hair and lots ington, was the bride.
pointed a Hebrew to the highest court oil and in just a few moments you of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
During President Jackson's adminin the mate. When Mr. Roosevei; as have doubled the beauty of your hair. Knowlton's Danderine from any drug- istration three weddings took place
Besides beautifying the, hair at! gist or toilet counter, and
Ttinittl'y was the flrpt to urge
just try . in the liihinrie
mansion, llioie of
who rose
The son of an
from poverty toy his own unaided efforts Is now assistant president of the
United States. His official title is

mealy-mouthe-
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YATISFACTORY
Millinery is, undoubtedly, the most essential portion of the Easter costum- e- without
it no suit or dress will furnish that contentment and self satisfaction which is
to the Easter

necesary

costume.

What is Silisficlory Millinery? Millinery shaped along the newest style line trimmed in the most
approved fashion, combining style with quality and harmonizing with the rest of the costume.

d

Our Spring line of Millinery is of such size and variety as to enable you to select a
perfectly satisfactory hat which will hatmonize with your Easter gown and insure that last touch of completeness so
much desired by all.

Prices are exceptionally low and qualities the greatest
these beautiful creations and let us show you the

L.a.3

NEW

possible for the money.
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WOOLTEX

Garments lor
Women

Established

Come in and ice

Gage Models

Ne-wes- t
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Son,
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PPISTZtSS
Girmeai or
"

1862

II
DeJia Lewis

of Nashville

the mayors of

and

Pageot, a member of the
French legation;
Easton, a
Mary
niece of Mrs. Jackson, and Luciens
B. Polk, and Emily Martin, a relative
of the president, and Lewis Randolph.
The next White House wedding
was that of Elizabeth Tyler, daughter of President Tyler, and William
Waller of Virginia. The next was
the famous wedding of Nellie Grant
and Algernon Sartoris,
The White House weddings of late
years, in the order in which they
took place, were those of Emily
Piatt, a niece of President Hayes,
and General Russell Hastings; Miss
Frances Folsom and President Cleveland, and Miss Alice Roosevelt and
Nicholas Longworth.
The list to date totals an even
dozen. Now the question asked is
whethej one of the Wilson girls will
flout supersstition and become the
thirteenth White House bride.
Foley Kidney Pills will reach your
individual case If you have nnv form
of kidney or bladder
troab'.c. any
backache, rheumatism, uric acid poisoning or irregular and painful kidney
action.
They are strengthening, tonic and curative, and contain no habit
forming drugs. 'O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
TO DISCUSS

Adv.

CHILD

LABOR.

Jacksonville, Fla., March 13 If the
movement for the uplift of the child
laborer is to be advanced by the
earnest discussion of men and women who have devoted years to the
study of the subject, then it is certain to receive a decided impetus
from the ninth annual meeting of
the National Child Labor Conference,
which assembled in this scity today
for a four days' session. In the num
ber and prominence of the speakers
and in the wide
range of topics
scheduled for discussion the conference this year outstrips all of Its
predecessprs.
Delegates appointed by the governors of nearly all the states and by

.J

of the larger
on
cities of the country filled the board resulted in the
ji(.f f,.Min and on- of trade auditorium at the opening ivliuu oi n.a&,
is low out on
of the conference this afternoon. bond
he -t
pending
of his
Child labor and charitable relief was appeal.
the first topic taken up, the discussion being led by Sherman C. Kings-le- y
Many sufferers fro
rheiuiatiain
of Chicago. Men and women rep- have been
'A
dlietled
OTHt by
resenting many sections of the coun1
lain
Cham;
"SEL Not
try expressed their views on state applying
one case of rheLmausii
ten re-t
pensions for widows, the standard of quires any interns.' tre i fwha:- wages in child employing industries ever. This lim'nen. 'jQ
bv
sale
'
'
' all dealers. Adv.
,
and kindred topics.
A great mass meeting is to be held
PROGRESSIVES
CONFER
Sunday afternoon to mark the close
March li. The leadPhiladelphia.
Tram-mell
of the conference. Governor
many

v

sui-irise-

d

'it

r--

T-

of Florida has accepted an invitation to preside and among the
prominent speakers will he Dr. Felix
Adler of New York City and Mrs.
Florence Kelly, secretary of the National Consumers' league.

ers responsible for
Roosevelt's sweeping victory la Pennvj-vani- a
last Novemlcr nVif d her" ii
force today for the firsi annua!
sra'e
conference
KOErressiv.-sThe ciief
purposes of the conference. whKi is
to last two days, art- to discuss ne- tions of policy and p irf.-- t a permanent organization. An -- Jdress by Gilford Pinchot on the subject of
was the priir?r.
fjarare
of the f opening session ff the fOLfer"
ence ibis morning. C :oi,el Roosevelt delivers an address ronieht 'Popular Rule" and -- Social
Industrial
Injustice" will be discussed at tomorrow's sessions and in the evening the
gathering will he bronght to a close
with a hanquet at which
Beveridge of Indiana is scheduled as
the chief speaker.
.

'.

-

Cold, La Grippe, Then Pneum?n;r
Is too often the fatal sequence. La
Grippe coughs hang on, weaken the
system, and lower the vital reslst-ence- .
R. G.' Collins, postmaster,
t,
N. J., says: 'T was troubled
with a severe La Grippe cough which
ccmpletely exhausted me. Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound soon stopped the coughing spells entirely. It
can't be beat."6. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
A

Bar-nega-

ALLEGED ASSAILANT ON TRIAL
Indianapolis, , March 13. After a
delay of more than a year Detective
Robert J. Foster was placed on trial
today on a charge of assaulting FTank
M. Ryan, president of the International Association of Bridge and Structural Iron Workers. FoBter was a detective in the employ of the National
Erectors' association. On January 27,
1912, he Is alleged to have
entered
Ryan's office and the- - latter is said to
have ordered him out In the dispute
Foster is alleged to have struck Ryan.

d

BANK PRESIDENT ON TRIAL.
Trenton, X. J., March 13. Follow-ing- r
numerous
postponements and
other delays thje case of Robert M.
Petty, formerly president
of the
First National Bank of Washington,
N. X, was moved for trial in the
United States district court here today. Petty was indicted for misusing the funds of the bank, and entered a plea of not guilty several terms
ago. Since then his trial has been
postponed from time to time, while
his friends made an effort to make
good the alleged shortage and to adjust his financial affairs generally.

A't the time of the
alleged occurrence
the federal grand jury was Investigating the charges against Ryan
and
other officials of the union in what
has become known as the "dynamite
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$100,000.00
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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LIFE

Mrs. Martin Tells About

a Painful

Experience that

I

ONE

i
j

NEW CABINET MEMBERS, WITH
BUT TWO EXCEPTIONS,
HAVE CHILDREN

j
j
(

i

,

I

March
13. While '
WasiiLrtoiis,
Wahitgtou society is expressing its '
at the fact taa more than'

Miht

Cave

Ended Seriously.

?

Franklin, 13 years old, Helen, two
years old, and Lawrence, two months
Mrs. Houston, who cajne to
old.
Washington for the inauguration ceremonies, started back to St. Louis
BUOY YOUNG
that night, declaring that he could
cot leave her baby for any longer
period. She is a devoted mother.
ALWAYS
The home of the Secretary of the
Treasury, Wiliam G. McAdoo, will be
presided over .by his daughter, Miss
atractive girt, whD lifeless portraits give way
Nona, a ?er
made her debut but a short time
to motion pictures but
the Ueath ct her mother. Bethey come high
sides Miss Xona there are In the
family a married daughter,
Judging from tlie way things are
Mrs. Charles S. Martin of Prescott, progressing it may be that in a few
Ariz. another Jaueflter, Safiie, 10 I years from now perhaps even in a
years o!d, and three sons, Francis fpur mr,nfho the fini roth. will nn
H.. William G., Jr., and Robert H. longer take his little daughter and son
McAdoo, the eldest of vthrm will be to the photographer's. Instead he will
graduated from Columbia next June. ring up a moving picture concern and
Attorney General McReynolds is make arrangements to have a machine
an operator and a director sent to
the onlv bachelor in the C"bnet
his city house or his country home
to spend seevral days, perhaps
a
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
Xew
the
York
Sun.
week,
says
Mothers who value their own com
These
experts
watching their
fort and the welfare of their children
hance so a8 to Set complete natural
should never be without a box of '
make a film of the children
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for chil- ness, will
In every phase of their little lives, In-season
the
use
for
throughout
dren,
doors and out' at
eame and
They break up colds, relieve feverish-- P'3
while being dressed
at
meals,
ness, constipation, teething disoders,
and undres8ed. and 1
ir favorite
headache and stomach troubles. Used
and
Petsall the
to'8
P
Thpy
bv mothers for 22 years. THESE

IVIES

Hen

ElresrCIe, W. Ya. Mrs. Dora Martin,
ta a letter from Eivesrille, ' writes:
"Tor three years, I suffered with wo
rnarJy troubles, and tad pains In my
back and side.
I was Eervous and
could not sleep at night
.The doctor could cot help me. He
I would have to be operated on
tan 1 ouM
tetter. I thought I
woa3d t!7 oiS Car'af.
Now, I am entirely well.
I am Ears Cardui saved tny life. I
wm never be without Cardui in tny
Lome. I recommend it to my friends."
For firfw Tparc Part!il tioa hjum v..
LfiTlng pain and distress caused by
u
BaaIy
he,p
It goes to
spotreacnes tte
trouble relieves the symptoms, and
drives aw2y tie cause.
If yon suffer from any symptoms of
womanly trouble, tske Cardui.

MARCH 13, 1913.

THREE

were joined together, and made into
one continues story, one little girl's
life for one day, the hrst time any

KEEP THE

KEEPING

HOUSE

little girl's real doings have ever been
shown in moving pictures.
The little Miss Blackton film has
been put on privately many times for
groups of friends, and on each occasion has pleased people beyond imagining. Picturess of babie are always
taken.!
attractive when artistically
Here there are not only pictures, but' THE EXPENSES OF THE
DENT RUN INTO HIGH
the little figure moves through them,!
URES EVERY YEAR,
laughing and playing. One second shej
is with her dolls, the next instant the

IN

HIE WHITE

A Real Live Doll to Fondle I Woman'
Greatest Happiness.

HOUSE

be-'or- e

o

PRESI-FIG-

One of the most Important matters absut
Is their
which women concern themsi-lvcAnd sha
future status as a fnanilmotiicr.
s

scene glides off into something else. Appropriations for the Presidents.
Is wisdom itself who knows of or
$ 75,000 of that famous remedy. Mother's Friend.
The baby is now on the big dog's President's salary
Tills ,1s an external- application for tho
70,300 abdominal muscles and breasts.
;
It cerback, or running across the lawn, or Clerk hire
cce-haof tie wites cf the members
has a wonderful Influence, allays alt
fund
25,000 tainly banishes
alone in her playroom among her Contingent
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like her husband, and has traveled I the Interior, Mrs. Franklin K. Lane, Address. A. S. Olmsted, Le Roy, X. Y little girl has already been pictured by American mothers and their children. yearly amount to the comfortable of all, cost3 more than $1,500, and
the "movies" and a film of her that is These show but a single scens and sum of $259,900. This is not too large, the dinner to the supreme court,
extensively. She is widelv known has two children, both of them voune.
as fascinating a document of child life pose. Little stretch of the imagina- however, considering the heavy ex- which, like the cabinet dinner, has
in Wasblrgton society, having begun , One, Franklin, Jr., is 16 years old,
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD as
is in existence. tion is needed to see the interest in a penses the president has to bear, and about forty covers, costs about' the
could be
her social career there wniie her hus- - while the other, Xancy, is some years
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continuous action picture of a mother few of the presidents have been able same amount.
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Washington
Repackage with beehive on ea'tjo.
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picture theater on the upper jent years. The new idea for which
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fuse substitutes. O. G. SchaeFer and
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tion to Washington society as a con- j Mrs. William' B. Wilson, wife of Red Cross
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Blackton's
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Blackton,
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cow for $30, and saw the animal expense of all these is borne by the
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and elsewhere.
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Hopwood's play, "Nobody's
SICK HEADACHE
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
dow." Mr. Hopwood has also written
Compound.
a new play for Grace George.
It's Your Inactive Liver and Bowels
"Worth mountains of gold," says one woman. Another
Edith Ellis has written the book of
You Need Cascarets Sure.
5
a light opera called "The Amethyst
says. "I would not give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound for all the other medicines for women in the Ring," for which Charles Hambitzer
You're bilious, yo have a throbworld." Still another writes. I should like to have the is now composing the music.
sensation in your head, a baa
bing
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Henry W. Savage has bought
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At the regular monthly meeting of the city council last night the
from April 14,
61 City Auditor Kobert L. M. Ross for the period
was read. Sir. Ross' figures showed that dur1S12,
December
31,
to
4906,
sijr. years and nine months, collecing the period covered, approximately
to
708.58,
while the period wa begun
$129,
amounted
fund
tions for all
with a balance of $4,811.30, making atotal to be accounted for of
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(lucorpo rated)
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through the United States miilf
aecmd class matter.

Total expenditures during the period were $126,30.90." This left a
31, last, of $8,276.04.
balance on December
for December,
In Mr. Ross' figures he included the tax collections
1913. These were omitted from the report of the city treasurer, H. 0.
Smiih. 'Mr--. Ross found that in Various years various levies had been
made Tor the parks' and libraries. Vo r this reason he was obliged to split
the library and park funds into several divisions.
camThe, report showed that the street repairing and city cleaning
in the
was
and
detail,
every
last
of
engineering
spring,
including
paign
neighborhood of $2,500. The city has endeavored to keep up work upon
the streets in order that the costly improvements might be made per-
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Omaha, Nes., March 13. Theru
Interthe
of
five active competitors
national Harvester company in the
binder business In Nebraska,
4
testified today In
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boys and lastly Jn the Highland Scot-

tish costumes. The Highland costumes were historically correct and
each boy wore the costume of a famous Scottish clan, and with the explanation by Mr. ttoney this feature
was made intensely Interesting and
Instructive.
Of course the chorus work of the
boya was marvelous. Each has a
magnificent voice. They sing with
ease, correctness, and a beauty that Is
enchanting. There is no evidence of
a strain on any of the voices, yet not
one of the boys is over 14 years of
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Interest fund
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fundPark
OM""
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Park and library fund
1,252.77
Carnegie librarv fund
7'0BJ,-AND TV AGES
Sewer tax 21.4a
Compensation of assessor 1903-01905-01,089.08
assessor
There is much to be said In favor Compensation of
j.iiv.u-of a minimum wage for women. Condensation of assessor 1907-0355.91
$126,303.90
There ts less to be mild in favor of Compensation at assessor 1909-- 0:..
the hypothesis nat low wages in It
$ 8,276.04
self is the principal cause of the Balance December 31, 1912, as per audit
white slave traffic, and that a mini, December, 1912, collections by the county treasurer
mum wane alone will check the SO'
delivered to the city treasurer December 30, 1912
cial evil, says the Xew York World
deducted from auditor's balance asabove stated..-- $ 2,929.67
December
More girls drift Into prostitution Balance reported, by the city treasurer,
fa.:!46-4than are driven Into prostitution.
31, 1912
More girls are lured into prostitution
by women than are seduced Into
entertainment and I, in company with
prostitution ty men. More girls are SANTA FE PLEASED
all those present, last night, want to
victims of circumstances than are
say to the members of the Santa
victims of sheer poverty.
club. "Thank you,
Fe
Woman's
WITH RONEY SHOW
The fact undoubtedly Is that en
ladies."
vironment and social conditions have
One interesting feature of the evenmore to do with the social evil than
PER ing was the explaantion given by Mr.
SAYS
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the actual rate of wages. Girls who
Roney about his "Boys," while they
FORMANCE WAS A CLASSY
Jive at home are less subject to temp
were
given time to change their cosONE; HERE TOMORROW
tation than girls who live away from
tumes. He is a delightful reconteur,
&ome. Girls who are happy in their
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their home life. Girls who have a
who 1907, and the escapades they pulled
wholesome social life are less snb-je- Ancient City by Roney's Boys,
the off at his .expense. Meeting now and
at
tomorrow
viill
night
appear
to temptation than gir'is who are
aus then, as we have, as members of the
restricted in the innocent amuse- Duncan opera house under the
Lyceum courses throughout the counC.
A.:
M.
ments that are hardly 'ess essential pices of the Y.
I have 'greatly enjoyed Mr. RonRoney's Boys of today are just what try,
than bread and butter.
description of his experiences in
ey's
been for a quarThe Issue is much greater than Roney's Boys have
those "Boys."
managing
to
audi
ter century, a delight
every
any question of wages. Girls who
Grand Junction Says
Wrant
before
whom
ence
appear.
they
work as domestic servants are quite
Wei might that remarkable Juvenname for them
made
a
have
who
They
as
to
as likely
girls
go astray
he
in ile organization "Roney's Boys,"
are employed In stores or factories; selves, under a truly remarkable
Five Wonders of
"The
one
called
from
known
is
which
structor,
yet domestic servants are commonly
for surely no audience that evof the country to the other, and
paid much more, than any minimum end
to enjoy the unique and
Mr.
er
to
hear
was
gathered
last
night
sorry
wage that his b;en suggested. If all
was splendid ;entertainment provided by
this
announcement
that
Roney's
would
be
known it
the facts could
farewell tour, though I do not these five boys ever failed to be enl.rtrtwMy be found that long hours, his
'him for, feeling that he needs raptured and charmed by the marvel-- J
blame
rigorous
employment,
uncongenial
ous power and unusual talent of "Roconditions of work, the lac k of prop- - a rest, after the strenuous years he
with
his
exboys.
ney's Boys."
has passed
er recreation and sheer nervous
Last'' night at the Congregational
choice
was
concert
last
The
night
with
to
prosdo
more
haustion have
of the largest audiences
titution than wages. The fact is and very pleasing to the large audi- church, one
a lecture course
attended
ever
chosen
that
well
were
numbers
The
ence.
also we'll established that very large
most enthusiastic over
tastes.
number
to
all
grew
suit
varied
social
and
the
of
enough
in
the
army
elements
Master Ralph Schwake was a fav the program rendered by the celebratand
v!l were never
and the little singer certainly ed organization. It was great. It waB
orite
economic
of
are In no senBe victims
was reconditions. It will be remembered gave an exhibition that wqn his audi- "something different." It
was
sweet
It
ho
out
as
those
ence
.could
inspiring,
freshing.
she
brought
that Becky Sharp thought
Nearly five years ago "Roney's
have been virtuous on 5.000 pounds tones in the soprano tlmt everyone de
1'oyg" visited Grand Junction as a
a year. That was her notion of a min- lights to hear.
Youm Charles McConneir
was an feature course attraction and made a
"
imum wage.
mischievous
tr'emendout hit, last night with all
Nevertheless,, such Investigations especial f.uorite The
the
the
new youngsters in the company, equal- of
the
and
committee
smiV,
face,
a
Intelligent
as that which
beautiful' alto voice made ly as great a. hit 'Was made.
really
Illinois senate Is conducting in
are heartily to be welcomed. him at once a partial figure with his' Not as some" people Imagine, the
such audience. "Just for Today" was so programs rendered by the boys are
Every state ought to undertake
'
an inquiry. It Is of tremendous im much enjoyed that an encore was not made up of simple and light
Know
should
was
state
It
demanded,
a
and
fortunate as pieces. Nearly every regular number
portance that
which its it brought out one of the gems of the Is a classic, every one notable for its
under
conditions
exact
the
women and children labor and what whole evening, "The Rosebush." The beauty and sweetness but difficult in
mor- younger singer touched
every chord of Its rendition and nature. Yet every
this labor means physically and
in a manner that was number was superbly given
economically.
tender
tnan
this
song
more
by the
even
ally,
that simply captivating.
boys and the encores were hearty and
It is of tremendous Importance
The quartette numbers were greatly insistent and the response usually constate should face the social
every
A
..
a
ftnrl 41ia
ior,flf!ra.llv." These o
.
..w-- atari
mo uum nr,
luiiu sisted of popular and humorous selecaim rtA11t
43V U irauKJjr
matters that cannot forever be duet by Masters Knauss and Saliera tions. There was not a poor number.
was very greatly enjoyed and
There was not a dull moment
fieuk'cted. Tney are uuura"
eyes,
its
close
cannot
forever
The fact that the boys change cosi(,tv
or InJiffer- The costume songs rendered by the tume four or five times during the
rrom
prudery
whether
quartette were very picturesque, es- evening adds greatly to the success
the Highland costumes In of the program. They appeared In
are
loauea
pecially
...fions
The" '1"
will the which the youngsters
Ions
How
appeared to military costumes, in rotta and
dyriiiiiiitf.
M,rh
lSnoro particularly good advantage.
York trr t
Jn Mexican costumes, In the
New
It was a
and hteb fcradol Jaunty white flannel
of the nallor
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Electric Light
is the ideal
illuminaLnt.
Hecve your
home wired

cut a

On cross examination the witness
admitted the price to farmers had de
creased more previous to the formacompany
line of the International

NOW.

than since that year.
HE LOST CERTIFICATE.

Washington, March 13. Charges
that Carl A. Loeffler, acting assistant
doorkeeper of the senate, had been
responsible for the. disappearance of
the Holstlaw certificate of deposit
presented during the Lorlmer trial
in the senate, and which was never
afterwards located, was made in the
of Ok
"INTRODUCE ME" HAD senate, today by Senator Gore
lahoma, when Loemers
was postponed. The senator said
THE REAL STUFF his informant was a page of the senate who had delivered the certificate
sifter
securing it
Toffier
"
x"--itJ.x
IU
BETTER PLAY OF ITS KIND
NO
Senator
Bailey.
from
HAS

fundsr

by

.

1,024.00

v. ,

mm
The matter of prices entered
n
i
ii
mau
no
letss
today's testimony,
value of improvements. One dealer
declared he vo';ld prefer Jo return to
the wire binder of 30 years ago rather than retain 'he present mechaniHn:
of the twine binder.
William Belcher, an Implement
of York. Neb, tefV fed that
he handies the International
line of harvester machinery exclusive
Hues
ly, there were three competing
cent
sold in his city. About 50 per
In
his territory in
of the binders sold
International
of
were
recent years
make last year It was less, he said.
in
Competition has ssteadlly lncreaed
his vicnity, and "last year the John

.

A.LX,

the

suit against

Vi

age.

t

I

company.

It is hard to distinguish the best features of that great program. All were
excellent. The regular numbers, the
TF.RMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
encores and the novelty features cer- Daily, by
ta'nly.,make up a triumphant series,
( .06
Mr. Roney, the originator, trainer
pit Copy
15
I'M Wk
and manager of "Roney's Coys," made
.65
Cme Month
a most Interesting and entertaining
manent. It has succeeded to a large extent
. 7.50
Year
Dae
talk while the boys were donning
well
Mt.k Ross found that the books of the city officials had been
Daily by Mail
their Highland costumes, as to the
the
to
look
af'er
city's
have
their
the'
best
done
officials
He discovered
.$6.00
One Year .
the boys spend their time on the
way
ir. Koss recommended mat tne cuy pur
3.00 funds in a competent manner.
eix Month
the manner In which he selects
road,
valuables.
other
of
papers and
chase better office' facilities for the filing
members of the company, and as
the
showed
His
be
installed.
new
report
ofbooks
a
that
system
He suggested
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
other phases, of the organlzathat the sewer system is being paid for just as was planned by the city to many
GROWER
customs
and life of tills famous
tion,
made
regularly.
the
payments being
administration which built it,
I.1
Ana ' Ywr
which
has for 20 years
organization
1.00
Mr. Ross' report was lengthy, covering several sheets of closely typed
one
Ill Mouth
of
most
the
jiopular atproven
to
paper. Following is an excerpt containing figures of much interest
tractions on the lyceum courses of
(Cash tn Advance for Mall Subscrip- the tax payer:
America.
Financial report of the City of Las Vegas covering the .period from
tions)
Mr. Roney is himself a pianist of
Remit by draft, check or money April 14, 1908, to December 31, 1912.
brilliant
ability 'and he playB the acReceipts including December, 1912, collections of taxes by county
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
companiment for the boys. He has
treasurer:
responsible for loss.
a remarkable touch of the keys that
4,811.36
on
tree
Amount received by treasurer when he took office,
applica
copies
Specimen
marks him as a really great pianist-Gr- and
Receipts by funds.
tor.
,
Junction (Colo.) Sentinel.
$81,810.84
General purposes fund

a
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Las Vegas Light
& Power Co.
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KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.

of Las Vegas who
The theater-goer- s
attended the play "Introduce Me" last
night enjoyed a treat that seldom
comes to this city. The leading part,
played by Delia Clarke, was without
a doubt excellent. The audience enjoyed Miss Clarke's acting throughout
the evening. In the advertising that
was used for the play it was stated
that every woman' should see it. The
audience realized this fact from the
start, the cleverness of "Mrs. George
Nichol" in assisting her husband make
a success of his profession composed
the main run of the entire perform;
ance.
All the characters in the troupe
showed by their acting that they were
professionals in the art. Gordon De
Maine as the business agent made a
big hit with the audience and also
Ilattie Neville as "Aunt Hannah" from
the country who became dangerously
Intoxicated and discovered many interesting things while in that state
and also gave publicity to the fact
that she had nothing but two acres
of land and not the millions she was
supposed to have in her possession.
All the characters played their pard
well and the audience left the theater
well pleased with the performance.
The cast of characters was as follows:
George Nichol, an author
p. S. Whithan
Chas. Weatherspoc-n- , a business

Kansas City, Mo., March IX Cat
including 400
tle Receipts 3,000,
southerns. Market strong.; Native
southern sleers
steers $7.759.00;
heif$6.50 8.25; southern cows and
ers $4.257.75; native cows and heif
ers $4.358.50; stockers and feeders
$6.508.40; bulls $5.507.25; calves
$7.00 10.25; western steers $7.00
8.75; western cows $4.50'i.00.
Market
6,000.
Hogs Receipts
sales
of
$8.558.75;
Bulk
higher.
butchheavy $8.508.70; packers and
ers $8.558.80; light $8.608.80; pigs

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
S3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE.

$13.00

and oat
We tmrehaswl severs! carload of this tobeautiful dinner-wardeslKO
enabled the manufacturer
give as an exclusive
to
of
."sdvertisiDR
the.cost
part
We
"nT Durohaae
are
charging
price.
verylow
the actual cost of the
and only ask you to pay a percentage of
cannot
be duplicated In
ZeCTn Is of a beautiful "Cosmos" design and
uallty for less than 114 In any retaU china store. It is guaranteed by
0t LARABEE'8 P.onr. Send OS Ave

Hmblre.To7Ponreack

$7.257.5.

Market
9,000.
Sheep Receipts
Colosteady. Muttons $5.00 6.75;
wethrange
rado 'iambs S.259.00;
ers and yearlings $6.757.85; range
ewes $4.006.dO.

YlttaJSSS ?The China Department of'tbe Larabee Flour Milla Company.
write your name and address P'amly.
iuchlnson, Kansas. Be sure to Flour
are also good for Rogers BUverwar
The coupons in LABABEE'8
and other valuable premiums Ask for descriptive circular.
GEIJ
EMPRESS, yorr know, is that "Mighty-Good- "

that makes Baking a Delight

Flour

MAN-MILL-

Dealers

All

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, March 13. Experiencing
omparatively little opposition In jamme
iuua
winter 'selling on the art of longs. First
condition in the American
at
ouuei
down
prices
ming
exlower to 17
crop belt also aided the bears. Buy- 'sales ranged from 22
bear traders in Wall street put out
time.
at $20.75 to
a
of
They
sort.
was
the
scattered
for
lines
May
advance, including
only
ing
tensive short
to $10.75 for
$21 for pork; $10.72
were assisted in lowering the general Opening prices were a- shade to
to lard and $10.85 to $10.90 for ribs.
May started at 89
level by a display of weakness at new cent lower.
89
to
fell
The closing quotations were:
of
and
to
a
loss
the
specialties.
points among
July 89; Septero
Wheat, May
The successive downward swings The close was steady 'v&thV'Mayj
.;:
ber
recently strengthened the opinion that cent net lower at
SepCorn, May
July
May corn opened unchanged to
the market was "a liquidating one, in
off at 52
to
$rid (eased to tember
which stocks were being sold on all
SeptemThe close was steady with May
Oats, May
rallies. The complexion of the mar
July
wuen
ber
net lower at1
ket changed, However,
severe break in Sterling ex
Pork, May J20.90; July $20.49..
May oats started at last fright's'' levseemed
which
el
to
occurred,
rates
Maine
De
up at 33 to 32&,ahfltiMpped
Lard, May .$10.77; July $10.75;
Gordon
change
agent
" '5
for further to
chances
the.
$10.75.
io
September
Ed
Gillingham
preclude
William, a butler,
of hoga "receipts was
Ribs, May $10.87; July $10.72;
Lightness
. . . .Wm. Barbee gold exports.
chauffeur.
a
Albert,
diPrices relouuded strongly all
largely offset in the provision i pit by September $10.62.
Clara, the housemaid
1
2
to
of
rallies
,., . Pauline Woodbury rections, with many
points. Bonds were irregular.
Martha, a colored servant,.
........
...
Weakness of , Union Pacific, which
.Harriett Kingston
i
neighborhood
the
to
down
went
again
Aunt Hannah, from the coutnry
Hattie Neville of a point below yesterday's closing,
caused a slight recession in the genactress
an
Kdna Summers,
"
eral market after midday. Selling
Vaux
De
Rosalie
was also encouraged by the engageand
a
writer,
Francis Everton,
Delia Clarke ment of $700,000 to Hamburg, and the
Mrs. Geo. Nichol
stiffness of call money, which loaned
-

89.

if',l

89.

89;

88.

54.

52.

B2.

33.

53;

52;
32;

33;

.

32y4.

EASTE

UNDAY

IS

ONE WEEK from SUNDAY

SOUTH

CAROLINA

per cent. .
New Haven sold at 120, well below the recent low level which had
been a record since 1875. Discussion
of poor earnings and their possible ef
fect on dividends influenced selling
Elsewhere the Hat was fairly steady
but dull.
The market close strong, Washing
ton dispatches announcing that a new
plan had been prepared by the Harrinian Interests for the separation of the
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific
produced higher prices and infused
more life .Into the dealings. Promln
ent stocks reached their best figures,
with Union Pacific and Reading sell
ing more than a point above yesterday's close.
The4 last sales were Rs follows:
70
Amalgamated Copper
112
Sugar
101
Atchison
156
Reading
100
Southern Pacific
150
Union Pacific
60
United States Steel
. .307
United States Steel, pfd
7

TEACHERS

Columbians. C, March 13. An army of more than a thousand public
school teachers and other persons ac
tivelv interested in educational work
took Columbia by storm today and
will remain in possession of the city
until the end 'of the week. The oc
casion is' the annual convention .of
the South Carolina Teachers' associa
tion. The formal opening
this evening and" the regular sessions
will beand department conferences
Greenof
Hurts,
R.
C
gin tomorrow.
association
the
of
Is
president
ville,
the genand will preside over all of
of educators
number
A
sessions.
eral
to address
of prominence are here
the session.
'

LAW.
TO DEBATE SHERMAN
March
D..
S.
Vermillion,
have been concluded for

In HATS. SUITS. COATS. DRESSES.
EVENING GOWNS, FOOTWEAR.

1'

NOBBY OXFORDS

and jTwo Strap Pymps
For Women

' "Newesl

,

bethe debate here tomorrow night
Crelghton
tween teams representing
the Un
University bf Omaha and
Dakota
DakoU.
tputh
Of South
the affirmative and
will support
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
side of the
Crelghton the negative
Chicago, March 13. Weaker cables
That the Sher-ma"ResolveJ,
question.
than expected bad a bearish Influence
t
law should be
Favorable weather
toilnv on wheat.
ver-Elt- y

We Are Showing the Newest Creations

Good Lasti
All

Styles

Sizes

$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00
SPECIAL THIS WEEK

SPECIAL

TIIIS WEEK

Serpentine Crepe, 27 Inches
V
Wide, Per Yard

No. 15 Children's Iron Clad
25c Hose, Per Pair
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PERSONALS

0
a

Mrs. J. S. little of M"ra
stopping
In the city today and
at the Caalaneda.
C. A. Van Houtcii of HUoemafaer
came In this afternoon on a hort
business .visit in the city.
representative
W. hL1 Dearstyne,
was
for the Peters Paper company,
Denver.
from
In the city today
f tbe HiokB
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hi'
in last
came
ranch near Santa Rosa,
visit.
business
short
;
night for a
Lopez reFelipe
Sheriff
Deputy
turned last night from Santa Fe where
he had been on ofarial business.
M. L. Schutt, the well known real
estate man of Albuquerque, came in
last night on a short business visit.
S. u Mott of Mineral Hill, a popular mining man of that district, is In
town on a few days' business visit
E. M. Silayze of Colorado Springs
was a yisltor In the city today and
left this afternoon for Albuquerque.
Mrs. TJhrlg. who for the past two
months has been visiting relatives in
next
Ohio, will return to las Vegas
i
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More Home. Baking
and

pastry-clean-

I

erals, is killed, according io Dr. Gut- temer, who also reports a large num-- 1 $
Iber of killed and wounded of both w
sides lying in a canyon not yet reaeb- - S
! ed
by the Red Cross nurses.

mil find it a great satisfaction in da
,

fresh and tasty better every way
than the ready made foods.
Dr. Price's Baking Powder is specially
devised for home use, and makes home
baking easy and a delight It will protect you from the dread alum baking
powders, which are too frequently found
in the Iready made articles, and insureyou food of the highest healthfulness.

CAPITAL S110.000.00
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(Continued from page one.)
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You will make biscuit, cake
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Mexico City is Worried
Mexico City, March 13. News from
those northern districts which have
not yet accepted the Huerta govern-

Cleofes Romero. Vice President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
John W. Harris. President
Ivo W. Lively. Assistant Secretary
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary

Board of Directors

t

Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danziger. Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor. Clemente Padilla, Jose A.
Baca, Cecilio Kosenwald, John W. Harris. Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix Eequibel J. E. Brown. Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker.

HAYWOOD

IS TOLD
1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR COOH

HE MUST BE GOOD
ment continues to cause apprehension
here. The junction of the citizens and
the troops of the state of Sinaloa with
the constitutionalists is regarded as LEADER OF INDUSTRIAL WORKERS MET BY POLICE IN
of considerable importance. Reports
of the close affiliation of the states
AKRON, OHIO
-- 'Cr-'--of Sonora and Sinaloa with lower Cal
ifomia and the territory of Tepic give
Akron, O., Morch 13 William D.j
foundation to a belief that the two Haywood, leader of the Industrial,
Workers of the World, arrived in Ak- latter will join in the movement
insurrectionary
the
whole
Sauirdny.
the
On
ion this morning. He was met at the
G. I Spencll, baggage man at the
movement under Carranza, governor of union depot by 2,000 Akron citizens,
OVERLAND HGDF.L 59 T
Santa Fe depot left this afternoon
Coabuila, appears to be a tiling of the who have been sworn in as deputies,
southern
to
vacation
the
on a short
headed by Police . Captain Guiliet
past.
part of the state.
the debate on the amnesty Captain Guiliet told Haywood that
During
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
C P. Trumbu'il left this afternoon
in the chamber a dep- the authorities would countenance no
bill
last
night
reswell
known
and
Dr.
Mrs. Hoag,
on a short business trip to Santa 'e
'
APPROPRIATION uty from Sonora declared that the rea Incendiary speeches and that any atshow ynu.
of 'Mora, came in from that EQUAL
where he will be for the next few idents
s revolt in tempt on his part to incite violence
Governor
son
Maytoreua
for
visitors
place last night and will be
t
and
that the new would mean Immediate arre
days on
FOB EACH DEPASTS1ENT that state was his fear
Las Vegas AoleiBoMla R Uacblce Co
A. T. Payne of the In the city for the next few days.
an
demand
would
the
!nrri"Timent
from
city.
deportation
the
for
Ed
Spitz,
representative
Wells
of
Fargo
the
W estern division
Haywood promised to do nothing
counting of the state funds.
Life Assurance Society of
SIDE
AND WEST
SIDE
EAST
company, was - visitor In the city Equitable
marked
no
developbeen
would incite his followers and
has
which
Whaten, & Fowler Props
There
Pbone Main 344.
the United States, came in from his
for a short time today.
FIRE COMPANIES WILL REbetween the he was permitted to proceed to Inthe
in
negotiations
ment
afthis
Clarence iden of Gross Kelly headquarters at Albuquerque
CEIVE EACH $600.
government ami the brothers Zapata, dustrial Workers of the World local
ternoon on a short business visit to
and Company 'left last mgni ou
by other headquarters. He announced that he
but promises of
efforts of Represen- leaders in the south.
the
short business trip to Santa Fe. Mr. the city.
Through
would make a speech at Grace park
the past few weeks, left today for Lis
Bishop Johnsson of the Mormon tative
W. Tripp of Las Vegas
Iden will return tonight.
George
Good
Time
Have
afternoon.
Rebels
at Newport, Tenn.
this
home
"in Mexico came in this afterR. L. Mau, representative for the Chreh
on a
the appropriation for the two fire
of
hit
at
of
no
disorder
was
followers
any
Zapata
"DOPE."
There
RAILROAD
The
comin
left
and
Iline Waat Electrical company, with noon from San Diegw
victims when thty the local rubber plants at noon and
departments of Greater Laf Vegas,
The conductors' layoff list for towas in the pany with J. D. Hand for Los Ala- which is derived fmm the insurance new ordeal for their
In
Chicago,
In it is believed that the 2,000 citizen
headquarters
of
town
Juchitepec,
the
day is as follows: F. P. Hildebrandt,
men to- mos where he will look over the land funds of the state, has been e.i"il occupied
to deputies now have the situation well
city visiting the electrical
K. Davidson, George Tripp, Charles
state of Mexico. According
the
In that section.
A railins has been placed on the
divided. When the measure was first
day.
Roberts and S. A. McDonald.
arriving here today the reb in hand.
A.- Darby, secretary to the presi
refugees
C.
vf
ior
In
ms
the
ditch
front
walk, that spans
W It. Wilson, representative
introduced East Las Vegas
Af
unopposed.
town
the
entered
els
and
Milwaukee
the round house office. This is but
the Stone Brothers' Dry Goodi and dent of the Chicago,
scheduled to receive $400 wbil? the ter
wo
sacking it and detaining the
St. Paul Railway company, passed
Acco-iln- ?
Indication that the safety
another
$800.
received
Novelty company, wih headquarters
West t.de
men residents, the rebels organized OXFORD
WINS
on througn this afternoon inprivate car
FORGIVE
habit Is growing with the bunch. On HE
which passed the house
in Denver, was in the city today
the
to
bill,
musicians
local
a ball, compelling the
C. M. ?and St. P. No. 555, en route
to
the
one
re
dark
each
town
coming
and
any
nights
business.
this morning, city
They then
to provide the music.
round house had to use matches or
Mrs. Hepner, wife of William Hep-ne- from Chicago $o; Los Angeles
The E Romero Hose anS
ce.ve
and young,
old
RACE
the
forced
wome",
BOAT
all
for
BIG
O.
box
representative
on
Gross
Kelly
the
located
i8
of
HIS ERRING WIFE
searchlights to find the crossing at
manager
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SHE HAS A GRIEVANCE
I

Ilka to get my hands on

i

Mrs. Regan, with deep yearning. She
stood conversing across the low railing that divided her back porch from
the next one In the Garibaldi flats.
"Wouldn't I, Just! Him talking so
smooth and pleasant and nodding his
head: 'Yes, Mrs. Regan.' "Certainly,
lira. Regan!' as though his mouth was
fu'l of butter!
I
was ust going through the base- ment of the laundry, when I saw him
talking to the janitor and the janitor
a calling him Mr. Phelps as polite as
could be. It flashed over me here was
my chance.
"I went right up to him when I
heard the name. 'Are you the Mr. l

1

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Last will and testament of Ellen
G. White, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of San

IDE. 13BBY ItESTAUIiANT AflB CAFl

me OPTIC

Miguel.
Office of

8H0RT 0RDER8 AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE
ALWAYS HANDLED

the Probate Clerk, County
of Saa Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom it May Concern, Greet-ing:
You are hereby notified that the
7th day of April A. D. 1913, has been
fixed by the honorable probate coert,
In and for the coun- - and state afore,
said, as the day to prove the last
will and testament of said Ellen G.
White, deceased..
In testimony whereof, 1 have hereunto set my hand and affixed the RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TI8EMENT9
seal of the probata court this 17th
1913.
O.
of
A
day
February ,
Five cents per line eacn Insertion.
LORENZO DELGADO,
,
Estimate six ordinary word to a line
Clerk of the Probate Court
No ad to occupy less space than two
line. AD advertls mentc charged
will be booked at space actually set
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
without regard to number of word.
of Martha Green. Deceased.
Cash In advance preferred.
State of New Mexico
County of San Miguel
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
of San Miguel, X. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greeting:
You are hereby notified that the
14th day'of April, A. D. 1913, has
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, in and for the County and
'MBMSIMIIMBMMSB'
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN a,
the last will and testament of said
Martha Green, deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 2t0h day
WANTED Girl of general housework
of February, A. D., 1913.
Mrs. E; D. Raynolds, 1051 Seventh
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
street.
Clerk of the Probate Court.

that landlord, though!" ejaculated

been so sedulously attacked by gas
troconuc experts la recent years thai
lie banquet has been held responsible
for many titimely, death of public
One of tie most conspicuous
tnen.
tatesmen In America was mid to
fcave been tilled by dining out The
consumption of course after course
pon a menu is held by various an- tiorities to be Inconsistent with long
life and even with continued health.
Now, all these notions, according to
Dr. R. S. Levenson, are based more
or less upon delusion. Discoveries
fa the physiology of digestion during
the ast dozen years do not discredit
the modern dirner, he says. They
vindicate it. Xian has unconsciously
establSFhed a routine of courses in the
i!nner that takes thorough cognizance
cf the physiological principles upon
wilch digestion is founded. Take, for
Instance, the elaborate gowns worn by
the women and the evening suits by
the men, the floral decorations and the
music. There Is no doubt that each
c! these items serves the purpose of
composing a generally favorable stage
It has been
setting for digestion.
ehown In recent years that the moods
erected by these details have a directly favorable bearing upon the
of the digestive function.

f
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I'helps that owns the building?' says
L
Mr. Rastus I'ze muzzled de dog.
Are you the landlord V 'Yes,
madam, says he, kind of startled like. An' now I'ze waltln'.
'Mr. Kelly, the agent being sick, I
Mr. Acker For what?
thought I'd come around myself and
Mr. Rastus To see if dey's gwlnter
have a look at things.'
go de res' o' de way an' see to de
" 'Well.' says L 'I'm
glad to have a puhtection o' us human beln's. Ef
few words with you. Not wanting to dey'll fix up some way o' muzzlin' er
say anything against any one when bin' feet o' er mule, de'll sho'ly stop
he's not here, I won't tell you how that er heap o'
damage.
man Kelly has deceived and browme
beaten
and said yes" and acted 'no'
INFORMATION WANTED
to a few simple little requests I had
to make. If that man Kelly was to be
asked his own name point blank he'd
say It was Jones Just because he hates
to tell the truth! .
Current Opinion.
" look at my gas stove!' I
says.
No.' I says impatient, for Mr. Phelps
looked
around the basement kind of
COURT CALLED IT CRUELTY wild, as
though he expected to see the
store there among the laundry tubs.
fclethod of Negro Lion Tamer Met
It ain't here, but I'll be glad to show It
'
With the Decided Disapproval
to you! Here am L working myself
t
ef English Judge.
to skin and bone trying to keep the
nickel on that Etove bright and It
a
witness
in
an
wa3
Lady Htlmsley
looks like old junk.' And he up and
Interesting case heard at York, !n says he won't furnish a new one be"which a negro lion tamer named Acause this was new last year. And
lbert Maccomo was sumoned for cru- me
asking him polite and gentle for
elly terrifying a lioness, and Albert new shelves In the pantry every
time
NOTICE OF STOCKHOLDERS'
of
Slanders, menagerie proprietor,
Tve laid eyes on him, and him saying
was rnmmoned for permitting he'd see about
MEETING
he hasn't!
FOR RENT Six room house, itood In.
the animal to be terrified, says the These shelves are ittwoand
The annual meeting of the stock
Inches
too
wide
cation. Call 716 Seventh street.
JLordon Pa'J Hal! Gazette.
shelf paper and I'm a neat woholders of the Raton Mining and MillMander3 was at the York Martin-frna- s foivany
man and I don't like dust over next
ing company will be held in the com FOR RENT
fair, In November, and Lady the wall, even if It doesn't show!
Eight room stone house,
ileimsley was told by ona cf the at" 'No, I put it to you, Mr. Phelps,'
He You say that all you want is pany's office at 120 South First street,
modern conveniences.
920
Apply
tendants that the lioness tad already I
Raton. N. M., at 7.S0 p. m. April 10;
Galllnas.
says, 'is that any way to treat a a good home and a good husband. I
of one man and at
caused tae
can surely furnish you a good home. 1913, for the election of directors and
i tenant as Pa'3 Prompt each month r
tacked tco others, an
-- No, no. indeed!' Mr.
She But can you furnish me a such other business as may
Vi?1
"accof
Phelps
properly run tiuxr Papen home on Elev
ester swered, breathless like. 'If
jwoald at the period
ex- - good husband?
come before the meeting.
you'll
enth street good seven rom house,
f be cage.
'
cuse me
M. R. WILLIAMS, President.
lit '.n.si' y described fcc-- the
three acres irrigated land, shade
" 'Just a minute,' I says,
taking him
F. R. WILLIAMS,
HUBBY GOT IT
kn;mal was frightened by noises and
trees,
etc., two blocks from
arm.
car
'While you're here I want
by the
toy the insertion into the caga of red-foSecretary.
to
line.
come
Call
look
at
you
and
the
Investment
at
&
upstairs
Agency
bins. She was so disgusted with
wall paper In my parlor. I've had
Corp.
the performance that she left and
Mr. Kelly look at it every time I've
Children are much more likely to
the matter to the pollc .
t seen him
and
he's agreed that I should
contract the contagious diseases when FOR RENT Four room
Further evidence was called to show
cottage in
they have colds. Whooping cough,
that the man entered the cage for a have it done over and then he doesn't
good condition.
109 Tenth
Inquire
do
I
it!
Of
out
when
fever
conit
course,
scarlet
and
picked
aipntnena,
few moments, firing blank cartridges
street.
I came in and that was all right, but
are
diseases
are
sumption
often
that
while he as inside.
contracted when the child has
a
Manders was Sned 23 shillings and ' how did I know my daughter Mamie
cold.
That
was
all
is
au- FOR RENT Modern
to
medical
a
craze
to
have
why
her
going
get
and
furnished flat,
Maccomo 10 shillings and
casts,
thorities say beware of colds. For
hair dyed that reddish tint? You can
511 Ninth street.
costs.
the quick cure of colds you will find
seen for youself, Mr. Phelps, how red
nothing better than Chamberlain's
hair won't go at all with this pinkish
Cough Remedy. It can always be de
paper. Mamie has an artistic temp'ra-- ;
Great Virtue.
pended upon and is pleasant and safe
ment and she says every time she has
There is no greater everyday virtui
to take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
than cheerfulness. This Quality la to come into this room it makes her
FOR SALE Gentle driving mare, al
feel faint and she is neglecting her
woman is like sunshine to the
day, or
A MESSAGE
TO RAILROAD MEN
so harness and buggy. 716 Seventh
rentle renewing moisture to parched piano practice something shocking
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St, Bath, Me.,
kerbs. The light of a cheerful face I just because she can't stand her hair
street
sends
out
this
warning to railroaders
diffuses itseii and communicates the ' next to this paper.
everywhere. "My work as conductor
'
"'Henry Dilbeck, the plumber I
Sappy eylrit t&ai Inspires It,
caused a chronic inflammation of the uit isAL.ii, Cheap, few fresh milk
The sourest temper must sweeten around the corner,' I says, 'Is paying
kidneys and I was miserable and a'l
cows. J. Detterick, Phone
fn tie atmosphere of continuous good j particular attention to Mamie and,
Purple
played out. From the day I began
5353.
tamor. As well might fog and cloud ' goodness knows, she may lose him,
tkin?
I
Pills
to
Kidney
Foley
began
feeling so awful about the paper and
and vapor hope to cling to
Wifey I want to get a big effect tfigain my strength, and I pn. better
not being able to concentrate her at- with
now than I have been ii r twentv uaci uhujhh Fine purebred sin
my new spring gown, dear.
landscape as "the blues" and tention
on him as she ought, men beccroseness to combat Jovial speech
Hubby Don't worry, darling; you'U years.''
Try them. O. G. Schaefer
gle and Rose Comb Reds, Barred
so
on
keen
ing
being made a fuss get it all right in the bill.
And exhilarating laughter.
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
nocics, iu cts. Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
There is no path but will be easier over! Any man with a heart, Mr.
I
'would
feel
Osage City, Kan.
Phelps,'
for
says,
sorry
traveled, no load but will be lighter, Mamie
MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
C0ULDNT BE WORSE
and not let the price of a few
eo shadow on heart or brain but will
Drafrs herself painfully through her
FOR SALE OR TRADE for cattle, 2
lift sooner in the presence of a de- - rolls of paper spoil her life, poor girl!
daily tasks suffering from backache,
I
see
don't
she
Though
why
picked
Studebaker wagon. Phono Main
termined cheerfulness. It may at
headache,
loss
nervousness;
and
of
times seem difficult for the happiest out that shade of red for her hair,
454.
sleep, not knowing her Ills are due
even if it Is stylish. When will you
to kidney and bladder troubles. Folev
tempered to keep the countenance of send the
paperhangers, Mr. Phelps r
reace and content, but difficulty will j "He
Kidney Pills give quick relief from FOR SALE Baby chicks and
said at once that he'd see and
eggs
and misery, a prompt return o
wanlsh when we truly consider that
pain
for hatching. C. W. Wesner, phone
health and strength. No woman who
ullen gloom and passionate despair 6tarted to go, but I 6topped him. I
that besides the gas stove and
Main 454.
suffers can afford to overlook Voley
so nothing but multiply thorns and said
the paper and the pantry shelves I
Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
thicken sorrows.
wanted the floors done over and new
Red Cross Drug Co Adv.
t UK SALE Household furniture,
window shades and new gas fixtures
1203 Sixth street. Mrs. Fred West- in
the
room
like
have
at
dining
they
Strange, but Not Incredible,
erman.
Mrs.
in
the
next
Casey's street, and
....
a tan vtuailUUK UiAl
be a new carpet
ar.y found valuable shall be placed ?at
the front stairs. All he did was
Will
FOR SALE High graae Rhode
here the loser can find it The fact
nod a&d
and agree with me
Red eggs for setting. $1 for
fjegests an anecdote told of Grimal-d:"- and I toldsayhim'yes'
13. Guaranteed.
grandfather in Dickens' life of the man with sense that he was a gentleF. M. Northrup.
and Kelly might well
famous clown. On one of his visits to
market with nearly $2.h(h take a lesson from him.
"When I was opening a closet door
Irt gold and silver upon bim "he found
Because there you will have a
PETER P. MACKEL
tv.at his shoe had become unbuckled, to show him where I needed new
hooks he opened the front door and
chance to succeed. There ClHOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
od, taking from bis pocket the bag,
slid out
imate, soil and water, in conHardwood
placed It upon a neighboring post,
Finishing. Paper Hangin
"I waited and waited a week for
cd then proceeded to adjust the
junction with iuteliigent labor,
and Glazing.
1 baven't-aw-oee- n
the
and
new
the
stove
paperhangers
Percy
quite my
buckle." Having afterward to pay for
work wonders. A'falfa, fruits,
and things and nothing happened, self of late, you know.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
missed
his
be
of
purchase,
bag
gold,
garden truck, poultry, and daithen I looked in the telephone
I hadn't noticec"
eet side Plaza
Old Town
Kitty Indeed?
tni hurried back to the post where he
book and called up Mr. Phelps' office. any improvement
ry products point the way to
ftad buckled his shoe. "Although more
N; dealing with that Kelly for me
more than a mere living.
of an hour had
.han
when I can get the owner!
srlr.psed . . , there it remained safe
GOOD LUCK
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE'
"What do you suppose I got? Some
COLONIST EXCURSIONS
untouched on the top of a post in
of
a
AND
'Mr.
snip
says:
girl
left
Phelps
'.be open street!" That was in
MARCH IS (o APRIL 15
word to tell Mrs. Repan that he'd gone
SIGN PAINTING
Ignition.
to the middle of Africa for ten years
1913.
second-clas- s
Then
nd was likely to be delayed gettin
N. O.
tickets from Las Vegas
back and for Mrs. Regan to please see
Proud of Them.
429 GRAND AVE.
to Los Angeles San Francisco,
Mr.
Kelly!'
PerWe can no longer tlitnk,
San
and
Diego
to
other
many
"Kelly! You can't trust any of 'era,
icles, that good rvport for a woman
will be
points in California
means a minimum of any kind of re- eays L But wouldn't I like to tell Mr.
for $M.OO. Corresponding
sold
I
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
what
think
him?
Phelps
of
He's
whether
about
for
or
her,
good,
port
is sweeping over the town and young
wore'n
from points on other lines
fare
Kelly!"
News.
Chicago
Daily
nor
with
when
that
rr.,Johnson
rvU,
and old are alike affected.
Folev'a
in connectioi, with the Santa
he speaks in public she is "like a pig
Honey and Tar Compound Is a aulck
Tit for Tat
Liberal stopover priviFe
Ftanding on its hind legs; it is not
safe and reliable family medicine for
In one of his witty Thanksgiving
that she does it well, but you are sur- addresses Senator
leges.
A. S. Jones, of
coughs and colds.
w once said:
Dope
do
it
at
all."
can
We
are
Three fast trains daily from
prised the
Pharmacy, Cbico, Calif.,
"Our
forefathers
went
to
Thanksfcs proud of our famous women as we
Honey and Tar Compound
Las
Vegas
tourist
carry
giving service on Thanksgiving morn
has no equal, and I recommend it as
are cf our famous men, and some oi with
blunderbuses
and
on
cars.
chair
free
their
shoulders
sleepers
the very best speakers in the world and both eyes peeled for Indians
containing no narcotics or other
and
Harvey meals.'
harmful properties. O. G. Schaefer
today are women. University Magaat that got many an arrow wound en
For tickets, reservations, in
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
zine.
and left many a scalp behind.
route,
-formation
and
copy
It is no longer thus. There's truth
of "Sa Joaquin Val- in the little boy's dictum.
Too Bad.
CHICHESTER
PILLS
BRANI.
"'Pa,' said the little boy, 'did the
a
-- What makes Willou, iy look eg
ley'
folaer, apply 'o
t"
". .""
r
for A
j
Indians settle America?
Disappointed ia love?"
" 'Yes, my son.'
D. L. BATCH EL0R. Afcnt
Do you say your pray
- itur .r
V.
"'And then, pa, we sett) yd the la. ersThe Parson
J Druirul.l. 'OwIrl
T
A., for HI., ir,
t Hit
"V.'Lfi
LAS VEGAS.
regularly?
d.'dri't we?""
d!ans,
5-"
A
I
J
Rastus
ii
ft
.is- C
Every night.
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Hall.

Vlsltlni
Knights ar eord)
ally invited. Chaa,
Liebachner, Chaa
cellor Commands!
Keeper of Record!

Meets second an
Thursday evening eael
month at W. o. W. Hall. Vlsltlni
Brothers cordially Invited.
Dr. a
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thornim.
Secretary.
fourth

Rnv.

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m, in Masonic
Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge,
Worthy Ma
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 829.
.

LOCAL

TIME CARD

EAST BOUND
No.
No.
No.
No.

FRATERNAL

4..,
8..,
10...
1.

BROTHERHOOD
NO
102 MeeB every Monday
night at No.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglai,
avenue.at No.

o'clock. Visiting members are
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Baily, treasurer.

2...

9:10
.11:05
. 2:05
. 1:45

p. m..
p. m..
a. m.
p. m..

Depart
9:15 p.
.11:05
. 2:10
. 2:10

"WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
3.. . 6:10 a. m.....
7.. . 4:20 p. m
9.. . 6:35 p. m

No.
No.

.

.

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

8

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunkei

Attorney-at-LaMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
New Mexte;
Meet in the Forest of brotherly Las Vegas.
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
DENTISTS
on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
Crockett Building.
Visiting members are especially
Office
Main in
Telephone
welcome and cordially Invited.
House Telephone
Main 1J
i

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
first

Tuesday of
rooms of
o clock p.

cordially
President;
retary.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meet
second and
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited'. Richard
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.

I. O. O.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially invited to attend.
F. D. Fries, N. C;
Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock,
cemetery trustee.
1.

B.

P. O.

DR.

F.

B. HUXMANN

every
Dentist
the month in the vestry
Dental work of any description
Temple Monteflore at 8 moderate prices.
m. ViBitlng brothers are Room 1
Center Block. Tel. Main
Invited.
Isaac Appel,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Charles Greenclay, Sec

ELKS

Mneta

fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Puler; D. W. Condon. Secretary.

2,000 lb, or More,
1,000 lb, to 2,000
200 lbs. to 1,000
50 lbs. to ..200
Less than 50 lbs.

have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

Each Delivery
be., Each Delivery
lbs., Each Delivery
lbs., Each Delivery
Each Delivery

20c per 100 lbs.
25o per 100 Ibe.

..

' 3n

n

4 AA
VW

Ik

40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lb.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made 'Las Vegaa Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

HERMAN

Ie

says-"Foley'-

2

S

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most
.

tl

That property you want to sell is WORTH M03T o someote
the ads. in thia newspaper and' would never hear of
your property unless it were advertised here'.
who reads

Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used
machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical

.1

?"

eir-r-p-s

ft,

-

13

You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience if you
use Chamberlain's Tablets. Many

s

one-wa- y

i

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of Ca
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subtvlbea
in my presence, this 6th day of De
cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
nally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces
of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv

RETAIL PRICES

d

three-quarter-

Monday ere
in
Caatli

L. O. O. MOOSE

RegUar con
vocation first Monday la
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. n.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood, Secretary.

!

j

ning

Harry Martin,
and Seal.

MASONS

PANSFORD

j

For Sale

CHAPTER

ery

Arrive

;

j

0yk

,

conclve sec. d Tuea-if- "
day In each, month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H
KlnkeL E.
C; Chaa. Tarn me,
carder.

For Rent

V,Tr

mTi

LODGE
NO. . 1
KNIGHTS OF FY
THIAS Meeta

DORADO

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
NO. 2,
TS TEMpLAR-Reg-X- ZjT

Wanted

Old-fca-

A S?

"i- - nv.
A, p, &
M. Regular

As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyets, of aU
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

pos-

J
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Your business and your city is by the use of correct business stationery. Tell your
business acquaintances in all parts of the country about Las Vegas' climate, people and
advantages by the use of envelopes and writing paper bearing views and information

I

regarding the community.
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LOCAL NEWS

PARISIAN
DRY CLEANERS

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Has been very busy during the past week and
as a result we will sell

Strictly Fresh Eggs

Don't forget St Patrick's dance at
F. B. Hall Monday the 17th. Adv.
Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
In the wood. Direct from the distil
lery to you. At tie Lobby, of course
Adv.

Per DozenForrCash
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY. MAR.CH
14th. and 15th.

STF.ARNS. firncer

I H

THE OLD RELIABLE

AGON

BAIN
...

ii.ii.

il

,.i

.aumiijn

Ml

m

II

il'M iipi

,'

i.'i

,.mwpm

Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

YSTAL BUTTER
IS MADE FROM

PASTEURIZED C REAM
ASK YOUR. GR.OCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

COM L M fJ.D W O O II
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

kJ

r

t.

L

ESAL

EAJN

D

ill clones of Dry Clan-tain Ladies' ni Men's goods,

g

Kid Gloves, Ltces, elc.
HATS CLEANED
AND BLOCKED

All members of the H'Nai B'Rllh
are requested to attend the meeting
of the lodge which will be held tonight
in Temple Montefiore.

PHONE MAIN

WATER

35

RATE DISPUTE

1

of Everything Eatable

must depend upon the skill of
the ironer for the "natty" ap
pearance of her tub dresses.

IN OUR MARKET
always have the best the Market affords in Cornfed K.
ef also in Native Beef, PorkMuttyn, Veal Etc.

vVe
H

C

WE BUY
Only the Best of Meats, There is'a wonderful difference in meats,
frry using the best a while if you are not patronizing our Mar- ket. Fancy Beef, Mutton, Pork, Veal, Chicken, Turkeys,
Ducks, Fresh Fish, Smoked Fish,; Salt'Fish. Pickles All Kinds
and Sausages.
'

THE
E

I!

GRAAF

S

and the season of the year is
approaching when the wearers

You can get that
particular piece or kind of
furniture to pome in this car at a
great saving to

you.

Any furniture ordered to come in this car is sold
on a very close basis, and with the low
freight
rate, you can save 25 per cent.
Let Us Have Your Orders
Early

J. C. JOHNSEN

HAYVARD CO. STORE

Do you know we do this
work, and lift a dress from the
common place i J one that shows
taste and refinement and makes
the wearer seem daintily clad?

Our Prices Are Popular

Las

Veas Steam
Laundry

Phone Main 81

617 DougUt Ave

JAMS

S. B.

)h J,AS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

AND SUGAR

Suftftus, and Undivided Profits $35, oor:

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation. Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposes

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO

LVE

IN THE CAN

"HUNTS qUALITY FRUITS'1
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts"

if

you

want the highest

quality in canned fruits

M J. II. STEARNS

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

.

;

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.

'

Some four years ago .we
adopted the name

J95?rr sanitary dairy

We did so because we believed that then as now
we were
conforminWthe above main principles of modern dairying-deto prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
signed
-

.

:..

which we scored the highest chiefly because our
cooling and
bottling rooni was at the required distance from dwelling or
'
stable.

"Just Like Home
PURE FRUIT

$100,000

M

That we were right was proven in the government in- spection of the next year (not made public at the time) in

PRESERVES
Made"

SON

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

milk-

sxnd

(l

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
.
Hallett Ravnoii r.nl.i,.
Raynolds, Vice President
Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, AssasiUut Cashier.

E. D.

FE1DELL

Two gentlemen of the road; giving
their names asi Ray 'N'eldigh and HarOf- ry Jones were arested by Speclnl
ilcer Morris last night for trespassing
cn railway property. These two men
rode In on train No. 7 last evening
and Norrls, seoing them, Immediately
arested them. Noris gave them the
prjvileg of paying back fare, but the
men would not do it' They were then
and brought
placed in the city lock-ubefore Judge p. R. Murray this mornA set of skeelton keys were
ing.
found on the person of one of the
men and a pair of pliers on the other,
were either
signifying that the men
cracks or amateurs at the game of
house breaking. A watch belonging to
tllO- lllfloro
- .. .
one or ue men was uciu lUj
j"t,.
were
road
and the gentlemen of the
the
retaining
of
given the privlege
watch by paying the costs of the
o"? w
case, whicn amounted w
r.n h.mvs.
Thus the citv Ih rid of two
nn-who mU'ht have hren detriment.
.
allow-tn remain
If
al

'

tA

We are placing: orders' with Eastern furniture
factories for a large car Shipment for
Spring, to
arrive soon.

burned.

All Times

RETAIL

Hf

OPPORTUNITY

Fire, which was discovered about
9:30 o'clock last night, almost totally
destroyed the building occupied by the
barber shop of William Reed and the
tailoring establishment of Frank Le
Duo on Bridge street.
Only prompt
and efficient work on the part of the
firemen prevented the spreading
the blaze to the stores of Stern ana
Ilfeld
Xahm and Ludwig William
v.Wrti are located respectively east
nrul
nf the structure mat was

Interested In Dress

he Best

rvHMH

WEST
ON
STRUCTURE
ENDANGERS TWO BIG
BUSINESS HOU.SES

The fire was discovered by Leon
HAY BE SETTLED Thornhill, a motorman for the. Las Ve
gaa Light and Power company, who
The Five Hundred club will meet AiGUA PURA COMPANY WILLING parsed the building in charge of his
car. Thornhill turned in an alarm at
this week with Mrs. Clifford Flew,
TO ACCEPT $20 PER HYD918 Douglas avenue. All members are
the station of the E. Romero Hose
RANT PER YEAR.
and Fire company, which responded
cordially Invited to attend.
It is likely that the city's dispute quickly. ,
The election of officers for the Loy with the Agua Pura company in reWhen the firemen arrived the fire
al Order of Moose will be held tonight gard to the rate at which water is WaB discovered to be located in the
in the W. O. W. hall. All members purchased for municipal use will be rfar of the utructure. which is of
are requested to be present.
settled in the near future. At a meet frame. It was thought it could be
build
ing of the city council last night A- confined to the section of the
The usual Friday afternoon service lderman Hays read a letter from ing occupied by the Le Due estabwith missionary address in the cha- Stephen Powers, superintendent for lishment, but while the firemen were
pel of St. Paul's church will not be the Agua Pura company, in which it at work, an explosion was heard
held tomorrow as the rector has been was stated that corporation would be and the flames spread In every direccalled to Raton for funeral services. willing to entertain
favorably the tion. It U believed this explosion
city's offer to pay $20 per year tor was caused by a can of gasoline, a3
A marriage license was issued yes each of the fire hydrants. Mr. Pow- Mr. T.e Due uses that fluid for re
terday afternoon at the court house to ers said his company would accept moving spots, from, garments.
Maria Dolores Lucero, aged 18 and this rate provided the city could
The building will be almost at. total
Franei&co G. de Garcia, aged 19. The agree to an equitable
rate for the loss, while the contents were either
residents respec- water used for other purposes. The consumed by the flames or ruined by
young people are
tively of Chaperito and Chavez.
city and the water company have been water and smoke. Mr. Le Due owned
at outs for several months, owing the structure, upon which he had $500
The latest craze in games is that to a disagreement regarding water insurance. He carried $100 insuranve
of Auto Folo.
Autos are equipped rates.
upon his furniture and stock. Mr.
with the large steel bands over the
Reed's property was valued at about
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Me- $S00, on which he carried insurance
players to protect them when overturned. The Ford was selected for Its morial church will put on a living of about ?r00.
The East Las Vegas fire departstrength, durability and perfect con- picture show In connection with two
trol. Adv.
reels of moving pictures ' at the ment was not called upon until the
Browne thea'er, March 28, the pro- fire had sained considerable headThe Las Vegas council
of the ceeds from which will be used for re- way. As the first alarm was not turnKnights of Columbus will hold its reg pairs for the church. Admission, ed in by telephone, the East Las Ve
ular meeting tonight in the O. R. C adn'ita 20c, children 10c.
gas firemen, though they knew there
hall. The meeting will begin prompt
was a blaze on' the West side, were
8
R.
at
Mrs.
enable to find the location of the
o'clock and all members and
Justine McKee, wife of H.
ly
visiting Knights are requested to be McKee, chief dispatcher in the local fire. Consequently after hitching their
present. Members of the dance com- Santa Fe offices, returned this after- team when they heard the bell on
mittee are especially requested to be noon from a week's visit at El Paso. the E. Romero station, they unhitchMr. McKee's mother accompanied his ed when the central station was un
present
wife.
able to give them the location of the
The members of Company H are
blaze. A second alarm was turned In
Tomorrow morning at 9.30 o'clock a short time later and the East side
requested to be present at the drill
to be held in the armory tonight. the first meeting of the newly organ- boys made a quick run to the scene.
Had the fire spread to the establish
Equipment will be issued to the ized Women's Gymnasium class will
new members who recently joined bo held in the Y. M. C. A. This class ments of Stern and Nahm or Ludwig
the company. The general commit- has a membership of about 30 mem- William' Ilfeld, respectively general
tee for the dance to be given on the bers, all of whom are anxious to be merchants and hardware dealers, it is
twenty-sevent- h
of .this month will come more expert gymnasts.
Many likely the blaze would have been a
meet immediately after the drill.
new styles of hair dressing will be costly affair, as both firms carry large
inaugurated tomorrow morning and stocks.
The traffic on the street car line the class promises to be instructive
It is believed crossed electric wires
was stopped for a short time this in all ways for the members.
caused the fire.
morning by zhe falling of the smallest of the smoie stacks at the power
James L. Burrell, who died last
house, which connected several of Sunday evening, was buried this af'
TOMORROW
the guy wires of the smokestack with ternoon in the Odd Fellows ceme4
at the Y. M. C. A.
the trolley line, thus cutting off tne tery. Mr.. Burrell was a native of
current until the guy wires were re- Missouri and had been in Las Vegas
moved.
only 10 days. He was 29 years of age.
Ladies' gymnasium class 9 o'clock.
His brother, Guy Burrell, who had
Boys' matinee 3:30 o'clock.
Roney
A number t hunters went out duck been here for some
the
left
time,
Roney Boys' evening entertainment
hunting this morning, but luck city several days ago. The funeral
8:30
o'clock.
when
for
seemed against the bunch
services were held in the chapel of
Regular Business Men's class post
about six miles from town a serious J. C. Johnsen and Son at 4 o'clock.
accident overtook them. The bottle Rev. Norman Skinner officiated at poned until Saturday.
Tonight regular senior class.
that formed part of the equipment the services.
of the conveyance was broken by an
On account of the various conflic-tion- s
jjnusually stiff jar and it was necesto
return
the
the
hunters
that
of the dates of meetings of the
sary
At
city and get a new bottle before Business Men's Athletic club and the
starting on their hunt Motto: It is Y. M. C. A. gymnasium classes the
better to have too much than not management of the B. M. A. C. has
enough.
I'.ostponed its meeting until tomorrow
night. The senior class of the Y.
M. C. A. will meet tonight. All citizens interested in. the baseball league that is to be organized this year
will meet tomorrow night in tho armory to discuss the proposition and
officers for the club will be clcted
at this time. Admission will be free.

Every Woman Is

At The Home of

A GOLDEN
f

Use The Best

..

SWASTIKA GOAL
WHO

525 SIXTH STREET
We do

THE

LE DUC BUILDING
FRAME
SIDE

We Call sod Deliver

Directors of-- the Commercial Club:
There will be a meeting at the club
tonight which each one of you ie
asked to attend.

1
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The very unsanitary yet very common condition of
exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling Jiouse becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterias of disease and multiply them a

thousand fold in a few minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bnct-eri- a
of one kind or another in it some time or another. Then
the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms
passing through the
doors into the attached milk room makes the cleanest
dwelling not even a
clean place for milk until it is bottled and sealed.
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J EVERYBODY READS

THE LAS VEGAS OPTI
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